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A large variety of computationally intractable systems can be mapped into certain univer-
sal classical spin models such as an Ising, XY or Heisenberg models that are characterised
by given degrees of freedom, “spins”, their interactions, “couplings,” and their associated
cost function, “Hamiltonian”. Various physical platforms have been proposed to simulate
such models using superconducting qubits, optical lattices, coupled lasers etc.

We introduce polariton lattices as a new platform for analogue simulation; based on
well-established semiconductor and optical control technologies polariton simulators allow
for rapid scalability, ease of tunability and effortless readability. Polariton condensates
can be imprinted into any two-dimensional lattices either by spatial modulation of the
pumping laser or by lithographic techniques during the growth process, offering straight-
forward scalability. In the case of optically imprinted polariton lattices with freely prop-
agating polariton condensates, we recently demonstrated that the phase-configuration
acquired in a polariton dyad or triad is chosen so as to maximise polariton occupancy
[1], while by expanding to square, and rhombic lattices as well as to arbitrary polariton
graphs we simulated annealing of the XY Hamiltonian through bosonic stimulation [2].
The bottom-up approach of bosonic stimulation is achieved in polariton simulators by
gradually increasing the excitation density to condensation threshold. This is an advan-
tage over classical or quantum annealing techniques, where the global ground state is
reached through transitions over metastable excited states with an increase of the cost of
the search with the size of the system.

By controlling the separation distance, in-plane wavevector, and spin of the injected
condensates in polariton graphs, we acquire several degrees of freedom in the tunability
of inter-site interactions, whilst the continuous coupling of polaritons to free photons
offers effortless readability of all the characteristics of the polariton condensates such as
energy, momentum, spin, and most critically their phase. The above constitute a unique
toolbox for realising intriguing discrete giant vortices, controllable next nearest neighbour
interactions, and dynamic phase transitions.
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